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SUMMARY

Because of its high rate of spontaneous fission, 25aCf is the most

intense compact source of neutrons known (2.3 * 1012 neutrons"1 g~ l).

Thus, this nuclide has outstanding application as compact, portable, and

reproducible neutron sources with intensities ranging from a few neutrons

per second up to greater than 10ia neutrons/sec. Complete encapsulation

of sources to give an external surface with minimal contamination is

essential.

The method of loading the califor̂ .urn in the aluminum liner and the

source encapsulated in the primary container are shown schematically in

Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows both an exploded view of the source components

and the completed source. The source shown is singly contained. Identi-

fication numbers inscribed on the sources are prefixed with NSS or NSD

to distinguish singly and doubly contained sources.

The qualification of the source involves both a helium leak teat

and a x-radiograph. In helium leak testing the leak rate of the source

is compared with a standard leak. The za3Cf content of each source is
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determined by measuring the fast neutrons emitted. This method is

quick, accurate, and nondestructive. The counting rate is corrected

for geometry, background, scattering due to miscellaneous objects, and

scattering due to the source containers. The system has a reproduci-

Mlity of +1% in comparing sources with a standard source assayed during

the same test period.

The source is decontaminated in a water-shielded, portable decontami-

nation facility. The clean source is shipped to the customer in a

specifically designed 12-ton carrier.



List of Figures

Fig. 1. (ORNL-Dwg-70-6322) Schematic Neutron Source Fabrication.

Fig. 2. (R-51108) Exploded View of Neutron Source Showing the

Internal Components.
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